Immediate difference in vascular lesions leading to clearer skin.

Front view after one full face Fractora treatment.

Side view illustrates improvements in skin tone and texture.

Immediate difference in vascular lesions leading to clearer skin.

Collagen remodeling thirty days after Fractora on a 75 year old female neck.

Visible improvements to acne scarring after four Fractora sessions.

Improvements to sun damaged skin one month post four Fractora sessions.

Reduction in the appearance of perioral wrinkles four months after Fractora.

Safe, gentle and effective skin rejuvenation and resurfacing.
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Fractional Resurfacing PLUS

While there are other fractional resurfacing options available, most help to improve one or two symptoms of aging skin. Some are best suited for treating wrinkle while others improve texture or pigment. Fractora delivers improvements for the broadest range of symptoms of aging skin, all with one treatment.

Fractora improves wrinkles, texture, pigment irregularities, blood vessels and redness in a single treatment session. In fact, Fractora offers improvements for aging skin that would normally require two, three or even four different technologies.

WHAT IS FRACTORA?
Fractora fractional rejuvenation and resurfacing is an effective procedure to slow the effects of aging and restore your skin, so you can look and feel younger.

WHAT IS THE AGING PROCESS OF THE SKIN?
From as early as the age of twenty, skin cells turn over at a slower rate causing skin to appear dull and thinner. In addition, the skin structures responsible for keeping your skin firm (collagen and elastin), relax and become less elastic. This can cause wrinkles coupled with saggy, less-radiant skin.

WHAT IS THE BENEFIT OF FRACTIONATED ENERGY?
Fractionated energy has been proven over the years to vastly improve the appearance of aging skin. Fractora uses a matrix of micro-pins to resurface the skin and provide superior results with minimal patient downtime.

WHAT IS THE BENEFIT OF RF ENERGY?
RF energy heats the skin in a controlled way to remodel deep collagen, to improve the appearance of wrinkles, and resurface the skin in a gentle fractional manner, to improve skin tone and texture, for a more radiant appearance.

WHAT AREAS CAN BE TREATED?
Fractora can be used in areas that demonstrate fine or deep wrinkles, scars or discolored red and brown skin tone. The most common areas of treatment are the lower eyelid, upper eyelid, smile lines, forehead, cheeks, mouth and neck.

CAN THIS USED IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER TREATMENTS?
Yes, Fractora can be used in the same treatment session, or a few days after other treatments based on your aesthetic provider’s discretion.

WHEN CAN I PUT MAKE-UP ON AFTER TREATMENT?
Make-up can be applied 1 to 2 days after the treatment. Patients should expect to see micro scabs a few days after treatment and slight redness in the treatment area.

WHAT KIND OF POST-PROCEDURE CARE IS REQUIRED?
Patients can expect to have between 1-8 Fractora sessions, depending on the treatment settings.

HOW QUICKLY WILL I SEE RESULTS?
Some results can be seen immediately, but typical results are seen two weeks after treatment and continue up to three months after treatment. Patients can expect to have between 1-4 Fractora sessions.

Please speak to your aesthetic provider to see if you are a candidate.